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Hello! Its the time of year when professionals working in healthcare
and public health transition into their new roles! The process can be
stressful as it is - but this year with the pandemic things are even more
fraught. Our September newsletter is all about keeping things short
and getting YOU involved!

Our newest initiative is a half day VIRTUAL CONFERENCE in
summer of 2021! We would love your help in planning, marketing, and
joining us as we try an exciting new project! Click here if interested in
joining the planning committee

With that in mind - we are taking this month to offer out new ways for
our subscribers to get involved! Help out on our committees, recruit
university chapters, help write grants, propose new projects, or
donate! We are also offering a student elective, a mentor/mentee
program, or an opportunity to join our policy efforts! To learn more,
keep reading or email us at bridgingmedicalgaps@gmail.com

Visit our Website

Want to get involved?

Conference Planning Committee

Join a Committee Submit an Article

Start a Chapter Student Elective

Featured Articles
Racism in the Air, Water, and Where we
Live: Environmental Racism

The fight for racial justice continues - racism is a public
health health crisis that extends outside our doctor's
offices offices and hospitals - and is present in many
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aspects of our lives.

Full Text

Incarceration Medicine: Problems
and Potential

Health inequity in the US is significant - and
nowhere is it more obvious than within our
incarcerated population. This article explores
concerns and potential .

Full Article

Top 10 Favorite Public Health
Books

In a time where things are stressful - here's a list of
fun public health books to explore. Let us know
your favorites too!

Full Article

Policy Corner

Student Debt Relief in the Face of a
Pandemic

As the pandemic rages on the issue of student debt
relief becomes ever more important. A recap of our past
letter template below:

Full Text
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